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Roumen Tsanev — The pioneer in bio-mathematical research in Bulgaria
The idea of BIOMATH 2011 is to become a forum for biologists and
mathematicians, chemists and physicists, computer scientists and others, working
together as partners in research connected with living organisms and the
applications of the results to medicine, agriculture and elsewhere. It is natural
in such collaborations that the leading ideas come from the biologists. However,
success depends on the abilities of both sides, especially when complicated
mathematical models are involved.
Roumen Tsanev was an excellent biologist, but was also a very competent
mathematician. He knew what to ask for from a mathematician’s point of view.
I was privileged that he chose me as his collaborator in building mathematical
models to verify his hypothesis. In [1], Roumen Tsanev remembers:
‘‘At that time I used to spend our summer vacation with my family on the Black
Sea coast in the International House of Scientists ‘‘Joliot Curie’’ near Varna. There I
met on the beach the Bulgarian mathematician Blagovest Sendov (now member of our
Academy and Bulgarian Ambassador to Japan in Tokyo). Burning on the sand under the
hot August sun we discussed science and I started to explain a model of cellular activity
based on interrelated genes and the equations that may express the control of their
activity. Sendov was very much interested in this idea. In these early days of informatics he was involved in work with computers
that were already installed in the Institute of Mathematics at the BAS. Finally we decided to use a computer to study a model of
cellular activity based on a network of genes interrelated on the basis of equations describing the synthesis of mRNA, controlled
by DNA-protein interactions and programming the ribosomes for the synthesis of proteins.’’
‘‘That time’’ was in 1965, when Roumen Tsanev already had new hypotheses in mind for the mechanisms for cellular
proliferation, differentiation and carcinogenesis. He started by verifying whether such mechanisms were logically possible
to function at all. The results of an active collaboration with long discussions and computer experiments led to several
modifications of themodels, whichwere reported in a series of joint papers [2–11]. These papers are devoted tomodeling of
different biological objects such as epidermis and liver, or different processes such as cellular activity, cellular differentiation
and carcinogenesis. The main result of these investigations (keeping in mind that the eukaryotic cells have to undergo
cytodifferentiation) was that this process has to be controlled by an independent information, which is not necessarily
semantically connected to the genetic information. We postulated this independent information as an epigenetic code,
see [11, p. 354]. It should be emphasized, that a rather simple mathematical model of living cells in a multi-cellular
organism, based on the existence of an epigenetic code, may explain uniformly the processes of embryonic development,
cytodifferentiation, vegetative reproduction, somatic embryogenesis, carcinogenesis and even the emergence of new forms
of natural selection. All this is carefully explained in [11] with more than 300 references to experimental results showing
agreements with the results of our mathematical model.
Roumen Tsanev’s main concern was to find the physical carrier of the epigenetic code. He believed the arrangement of
different histones to do the job and proposed a possible molecular mechanism, which might play the role of an epigenetic
code, see [11, p. 354]. He did not succeed in proving or disproving this hypothesis. Nevertheless, the main conclusion of
our mathematical models was that an epigenetic code should exist in one form or another. One of the main purposes of a
mathematical model is to predict.
Our first step was to construct a mathematical model of living cells, based on the concept of Jacob and Monod for the
existence of conjugate operons, working as a flip-flop. An operon has two states: repressed as inactive and derepressed as
active. The mathematical realization of such flip-flop is by formulating a well known set of nonlinear differential equations.
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The interaction between the different cells in an organismand the role of the nuclearmembrane are important for eukaryotic
cells. For thiswe introduce a special variable for the diffusion through themembrane. This variable depends on the functional
state of the cell. It is known that when the eukaryotic cell enters in the mitotic cycle, the diffusion through its dissolved
membrane stops. So we added to the system of differential equations, describing the activity of a cell, some additional
differential equationswith discontinuous right-hand side. The goal of our firstmodelwas to find out if it is possible to choose
the constants in the mathematical model of a system of synchronized cells, which divide and interact between themselves
by the substances going through the membranes, in such a way that they reach a homeostasis. The result of the computer
experiment was that the model was possible. There exists a region R for the vector V of constants, such that if V is in R, and
we start with one cell, this cell begins to divide and after somemitotic cycles, the division stops. If we ‘‘kill’’ some percentage
of the cells, the model reacted depending on this percentage. If the percentage is small, there is no reaction, if it is sufficient,
then newmitotic cycle starts. This is in good agreementwith the reaction of real tissues, as for example the epidermis, which
was studied extensively by Roumen Tsanev. The result was reported mainly in [2,3].
Encouraged by the adequate reaction of our model for synchronized cells, we constructed a model of non synchronized
cells imitating the liver, see [6]. This model demonstrated a very good agreement with the experimental data, especially the
reaction after ‘‘partial hepatectomy’’. All this was achieved on the basis of repression and derepresion.
The next stage was to model the mechanism of cytodifferentiation. It turns out that such a process needs additional
information in the model to work. Therefore we introduce blocking and deblocking of the operons. In this situation, every
operonhas four different states: repressed-blocked, repressed-deblocked, derepressed-blocked andderepressed-deblocked.
Only in the state derepressed-deblocked, the operon is active. To test these mechanisms, we constructed a mathematical
model of a set of cells, which interacted between themselves. Every cell in the model has eight operons, one mitotic,
responsible for the division of the cell, and seven functional operons. Every operon, when active, produces substances which
may repress or deblock another operon. This interconnection between the operons is prescribed in themodel by amatrix and
represents the meaning of the epigenetic code. In other words, the existence of an epigenetic code means that the operons
in a cell form a genetic network. Different types of cells in a organism have the same genetic information and differ by the
difference in the set of blocked operons.
To define the interaction between the cells, we had to choose a geometrical arrangement of the cells and prescribed the
place of a new cell produced after division. To make it simple, we created an animal called ‘‘Cylindros’’. As in many other
mathematical models, to avoid the three dimensional geometry, we considered an infinite cylinder and studied a plane
intersection of it. So, our Cylindros was a ring of two dimensional cells on the plane with an interior space in themiddle. The
diffusion of all substances produced in the cells was possible only in the middle space and between the neighbor cells. In
this way, the interaction between different cells was fulfilled. After division of a cell, the two new cells stayed on the same
place on the ring as neighbors.
As reported in [11], by choosing concrete matrix for the genetic net in the Cylindros, we may demonstrate all
important behaviors as embryonic development, cytodifferenciation, vegetative reproduction, somatic embryogenesis and
carcinogenesis.
From mathematical point of view, the Cylindros was a system of ordinary differential equations of first order with
discontinuous right hand sides and the number of the equations in this system depended on the time. A new and interesting
problem for this system is to study its stability in respect to the number of the equations [12,13]. If the system is not stable,
which means that the number of the equations goes to infinity, this is a model of cancer.
Roumen Tsanev’s last interview was published in 2009 [1]. Some of his most substantial scientific contributions are
included in the monographs [14–18].
I met Roumen two days before he passed away, very energetic and determined to write a paper for the epigenetic code,
reviewing our 40 year-old mathematical models and the present knowledge for the epigenetic mechanisms. It is a pity, that
he was not with us at BIOMATH 2011, to listen to him.
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